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Editor’s Notes
by Samuel E. Chiang

Welcome to the inaugural issue of the Orality Journal.
Irony is not lost that we are moving to include a print mode to express the
importance of this multi-discipline and multi-faceted matter of orality.
So why another journal, and why now? Let us explore together.
A Gutenberg Parentheses*
Communications from creation to about the time of the Gutenberg Press
were primarily oral in nature as writing systems took time to develop
and technology for mass printing had not yet arrived. In the fifteenth
century the Gutenberg Press allowed printing en mass; this, coupled
with the Reformation, where the Church enthusiastically declared that
all should be able to read, fueled the trend toward reading, literacy, and
privacy. Memory (community and social memory), which was at the core
of society, got outsourced to the containers of paper and filing cabinets.
Oral cultures value face-to-face communication, in context, and living
within the ‘story’ of the community. The literate world communicates
through textual means and often is not able to convey the whole context
in a communiqué. The textual ‘story’ is truncated or emptied of meaning.
As we enter the digital culture, one that is defined by collaborating
with multimodal content and tasks, strangely we are on a converging
trajectory with the oral culture.
In fact, academicians are labeling the period from the fifteenth to the
twentieth century the Gutenberg Parentheses: a period where the left side of
the brain took over and gave birth to sciences, inventions, and philosophies,
but silenced the right side of the brain from creativity. Proceeding into the
twenty-first century, the captured images, reality entertainment, and online
video gaming actually mirror closer to the pre-Gutenberg era, where the
right side of the brain was much more in concert with the left side. The
result is once again a more holistic approach to society and tasks, thereby
recapturing creativity, collaboration, and community.
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In oral cultures, the information is local and always rooted in context
and history, so that there is meaning with coherence to the community.
In digital culture, like that of Facebook postings, the emphasis is on
morphing the private and individual into open, specific, contextual, and
communal experiences, albeit at a distance.
This form of communal experience with a digital identity and digital
narrative imbedded into social networking is reinforced by the F-Factor—
fans, friends, and followers. So pervasive is this practice that we often
discover products and services by relying on our social networks. We are
conscious of how our postings will be rated. We are constantly seeking
feedback both to improve and validate decisions. Our social networks
(communities) are often buying together, and our digital communities
are themselves becoming products and services. The F-Factor put in a
hard closing parenthesis to the Gutenberg Press, period!
A Rummage Sale
The Church can be described as a large social network and in her book,
The Great Emergence, Phyllis Tickle has suggested that it is experiencing
what amounts to a large rummage sale, one that happens every five
hundred years. In the midst of the convergence of oral, literate, and
digital culture, coupled with online digital identity and narrative, and
further combined with the phenomena of the Gutenberg Parentheses,
what does the Church have to say and how do we move forward in this
very fluid state?
During the recent International Orality Network mini-global
consultation, “Beyond Western Literate Models: Contextualizing
Theological Education in Oral Contexts” (hosted at the Billy Graham
Center at Wheaton College), forty-two academicians and practitioners
from eighteen institutions and fourteen organizations indicated (1) an
abundance of oral preference learners in the classrooms, (2) the need to
embrace orality as a part of the curriculum, and (3) that what is working
on the field is now beginning to speak into formal education, offering
rippling implications for accreditation. This is a defining moment for us
to explore and learn together!
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With the hard close of the Gutenberg Parentheses and the onset of the
great emergence, we continue with the residual effects of the print-based
culture, and we are rediscovering the ancient keys to the oral cultures
that are infused with visual digital effects. Thus, we commence this new
journey with a journal.
Orality Journal is the journal of the International Orality Network. Since
the network is based on the voluntarism of individual and organizational
members, this journal is your journal. We plan to publish this journal
online, semi-annually. We aim to provide a platform for scholarly
discourse on the issues of orality, discoveries of innovations in orality,
and praxis of effectiveness across multiple domains in society. This
online journal is international and interdisciplinary serving the interests
of the orality movement through research articles, documentation, book
reviews, and academic news. Similar to this inaugural issue which is
printed, from time to time we will also print other editions.
We welcome submission of items that could contribute to the furtherance
of the orality movement. In future editions, we will commence other
departments, including a section on book reviews and noteworthy
articles. We also welcome your comments, questions, and suggestions!
Send your feedback to: oralityjournal@gmail.com.
Journeying with you,

Samuel E. Chiang
From Abuja, Nigeria

Endnote
*For a more complete discussion please refer to the chapter "Three Worlds
Converged: Living in an Oral, Literate, and Digital Culture", James R. Krabill,
gen. ed.; Frank Fortunato, Robin Harris, and Brian Schrag, eds., Worship and
Mission for the Global Church: An Ethnodoxology Handbook (Pasadena, CA:
William Carey Library, 2012).
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The Extent of Orality: 2012 Updatei
by Grant Lovejoy

Grant Lovejoy is Director of Orality Strategies for IMB, where he has
served since 2004. From 1988-2004 he taught preaching at Southwestern
Baptist Theological Seminary. He co-edited Biblical Hermeneutics and
Making Disciples of Oral Learners. Grant has trained people around
the world to use biblical storytelling to reach people who learn best by
spoken, rather than written communication.

T

he oral cultures of the world
make them audible, which is a step
pose a particular challenge
in the right direction, but their
for
conventional
Christian
print-based way of organizing
ministry. Oral cultures are not
and expressing truth is still an
print-oriented and do not respond
obstacle in communication.
well to forms of witnessing,
discipling, teaching,
Christian
churches,
…spoken
and preaching that
mission organizations,
are based on print. communication and
ministries
have
can be so print- increasingly had to face the
So tracts, Bible influenced that ways of communicating,
distribution, fill- it has limited
relating, and thinking that
in-the-blanks
characterize oral cultures. In
impact in oral
workbooks,
the effort to take the gospel to
and bookstores cultures.
all peoples, Christian workers
are
largely
have realized that they need to
unappealing
and
ineffective
understand orality and to get a
within oral cultures. Even spoken
better grasp of just how extensive
communication can be so printit is and how to respond to it.
influenced that it has limited
This article addresses the extent
impact in oral cultures.
of orality.
Sermons built around outlines and
lists of principles communicate
poorly with people whose life
is lived in oral cultures. Putting
those same print-influenced
sermons into audio form on CDs,
MP3 players, and the like does

It is not a simple matter to
determine the extent of orality
worldwide. Anyone attempting to
do it faces challenges. Chief among
them is defining what orality is
and determining how to measure
it accurately. This article is an
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norm, resulting in a predictable,
negative evaluation of orality.ii
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In the Book of Acts, the Church
used oral communication as its
primary means of evangelism and
discipleship. The possibility of
returning to that vibrant, rapidlyspreading, faith-filled apostolic
Christianity is a major incentive
for taking orality seriously in
contemporary mission strategies.

Reducing the phenomenon of
orality simply to “illiteracy”
has often led people to conclude
that orality is something to be
minimized by literacy campaigns.
Although
literacy
certainly
has great value and should be
encouraged, it is a mistake to take
This is not to say that orality
a one-dimensional
and literacy are
and
negative Focusing on orality
enemies, or that
perspective
on rather than illiteracy
gains in one must
orality by simply highlights the fact
inevitably come at the
equating it with
expense of the other.
that people who live
illiteracy.
This is not an attack
by orality are capable on literacy, education,
Entire mission of using beautiful,
or those who provide
s t r a t e g i e s sophisticated, and
them.iii But it is a plea
for us not to think of
have
been moving speech.
orality as simply the
built on the
absence of literacy, or to
conviction
assume that the sole, automatic
that
oral
communicators
response to orality should be a
should be strongly encouraged
literacy campaign.
to learn to read. The mission
strategies that focused on
Focusing on orality rather than
literacy training have had
illiteracy highlights the fact
many laudable outcomes, to
that people who live by orality
be sure. But they have fallen
are capable of using beautiful,
short whenever they have made
sophisticated, and moving speech.
literacy a de facto prerequisite
They are responsible for some of
for full participation in the
the world’s great verbal artistry,
Christian faith. This happened
expressed in songs, stories, poetry,
despite the fact that the early
and proverbs. Homer’s Iliad and
Church grew up, in fact thrived,
Odyssey, widely recognized as
in an environment dominated
the greatest examples of epic
by orality.
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message. When they are able to
bottle, to the ability to learn
receive the message through a
from reading books.”vii
variety of means, we should seek to
If we regard people as
determine which one
being either literate
is their preferred The stakes are
or illiterate—no other
means. The stakes
too high for us to
options allowed—then
are too high for us
we tend to count people as
to misunderstand misunderstand
literate if they can merely
our audience’s our audience’s
sign their name or read
capacities and capacities and
a simple sentence about
p r e f e r e n c e s preferences with
familiar things. After all, we
with
respect
respect to orality reason, they can read, at least
to orality and
and literacy.
simple materials. (This is a
literacy.
bare-minimum definition of
DEFINING LITERACY
“read”, by the way, which is itself
Literacy experts raise three
part of the confusion.)
fundamental,
interrelated
concerns about the published
If we call such people illiterate,
figures on worldwide literacy.
then they are likely to protest and
They question how nations define
attempt to prove that they can
literacy, how they gather the
indeed “read”, however haltingly.
literacy data, and how the nations
But signing their name or
and others report it.
reading a poster is a far cry from
reading a government document
First of all, they say that
or the Bible with understanding.
categorizing people as being
Just being able to sound out the
either “literate” or “illiterate”
words does not indicate that
is simplistic and misleading.
people can learn new concepts
As the UNESCO Institute for
through reading.
Statistics puts it, “Measuring
literacy is not just a matter
British
educators
Donna
of saying who can read and
Thomson and Ruth Nixey
who cannot. Literacy skills
discovered that many of their
are needed at many different
students tested well as readers
levels, from writing one’s name
on certain standardized tests,
on a form, to understanding
but in fact comprehended very
instructions on a medicine
little of what they read. Careful
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• Kyrgyzstan counts anyone who
completed a primary school
education as literate and it also
counts as literate any person
without a primary school
education who answers “Yes”
when asked, “Are you able to
read and write?”
• Macedonia considers as literate
each person who has completed
more than three grades of
primary school.
• Malaysia says anyone aged 10
years and older who has never
been to school is counted as
illiterate.
• Moldova says literacy is the
ability to read easily or with
difficulty a letter or newspaper.
• Portugal says literacy is the
ability both to read with
understanding and write a short,
simple statement on one’s life.
• Venezuela says literacy is the
ability to read and write at least
a paragraph in any language.x
By comparison, UNESCO’s
Standard-Setting
Instruments
describes as literate any person
“who can with understanding
both read and write a short simple
statement on his everyday life.”xi
Many countries use UNESCO’s
definition or a variation of it.
With such varied definitions or
measurements of literacy, it is
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unwise to compare the reported
literacy rates in one country
with reported literacy rates
from another.xii It is also unwise
to lump this disparate group
of measurements into a single
worldwide literacy statistic.

GATHERING
LITERACY DATA
These different approaches to
estimating literacy reflect budget
realities and other factors in
developing countries.xiii Most of
these countries lack the funds
and expertise to test literacy
skills directly. Instead, they try to
estimate literacy levels through less
demanding methods, such as simply
asking people whether they are
literate or illiterate. Or they estimate
literacy based on school enrollment
or the number of years of education.
These methods of gathering
literacy data inflate literacy
statistics. They do not account
for the poor quality of some
schools, learning disabilities,
spotty attendance, and social
promotions.
The
World
Development
Report
2004
included these sobering findings:
While most teachers try
conscientiously to do their
jobs, one recent survey found
a third of all teachers in Uttar
Pradesh, India, absent. Cases
of malfeasance by teachers are
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distressingly present in many
settings: teachers show up
drunk, are physically abusive,
or simply do nothing. This is
not “low-quality” teaching—
this is not teaching at all.
The 1994 Tanzania Primary
School Leavers Examination
suggested that the vast majority
of students had learned almost
nothing that was tested in their
seven years of schooling—more
than four-fifths scored less than
13 percent correct in language
or mathematics.xiv
Simply attending a certain
number of years of school does not
guarantee that students have learned
what they were expected to learn.
The above methods of estimating
literacy also do not account
for the likelihood of reversion.
Students dropping out before
completing eight years of good
quality education may revert to
functional illiteracy if they do not
keep reading regularly. “A person is
functionally illiterate who cannot
engage in all those activities in
which literacy is required for
effective functioning of his group
and community and also for
enabling him to continue to use
reading, writing and calculation
for his own and the community’s

Grant Lovejoy

development.” Likewise, a person
is “functionally literate” who can
do all those activities.xv
The phenomenon of reverting
to functional illiteracy is wellknown among literacy workers.
When India’s Human Resources
Development Ministry released
its 2003-2004 report, it celebrated
a 13.17% increase in literacy from
1991-2001, calling it the highest
increase in any decade. Over
108 million people had acquired
literacy,
an
extraordinary
achievement.
But a news article about the
report said,
The report acknowledges
that the basic literacy skills
acquired by millions of neoliterates are at best fragile with
a greater possibility of them
regressing into partial or total
illiteracy unless special efforts
are continued to consolidate,
sustain, and possibly enhance
their literacy levels.xvi
This phenomenon is not limited
to India; reversion occurs in many
places.
Such students may have been
reading at their grade level when
they left school, but if they do not
keep reading regularly, then their
reading skills atrophy. They do
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they rely either on individuals’
self-declaration of their own
literacy or on “proxy” indicators
such as their educational levels.
These are indirect measures,
which have been shown not to
reflect reality very accurately.
Moreover, they are not always
collected on a consistent basis,
so can be difficult to compare,
and there are many data gaps.
More reliable measures require
people’s literacy ability to be
assessed directly, in surveys that
test their skills.”xvii
Literacy researchers advocate direct
testing of literacy skills because it is
a much more accurate—although
politically uncomfortable–measure
of literacy.
Direct testing of literacy skills
in more-developed Western
countries has proven this point
with embarrassing consistency.
The National Adult Literacy
Survey (NALS) administered
by the U.S. Department of
Education in the early 1990s
found that 48-51% of adults
in the U. S. scored at the two
lowest literacy levels (out of five
levels).xviii
When the International Adult
Literacy Survey (IALS) tested
adults in twenty relatively-
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affluent, developed countries
from 1994-1998, similar results
emerged in Australia, Belgium,
Canada, Denmark, Germany,
Ireland, Portugal, Poland, New
Zealand, Switzerland, the United
Kingdom, and elsewhere.xix
Although these countries are
more economically developed,
sizable percentages of their adult
population actually had low
levels of prose, document, and
numerical literacy. They lacked
the skills for handling complex
reading material and lengthy
documents, although few people
were absolutely illiterate. Most of
them could read somewhat, but
not enough to do the full range
of tasks it takes to function as a
literate person in those societies.xx
IALS found that five of the
twenty countries had even larger
percentages of adults with skills
at the two lowest literacy levels.
Over 60% of adults in Hungary,
over 70% in Slovenia, almost 80%
in Poland and Portugal, and over
80% in Chile scored at the two
lowest levels of document literacy.
The Scandinavian countries
performed better than the others,
but still had at least a quarter
of their adult populations who
scored at the two lowest levels.xxi
About this same time, Denmark,
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report follows the pattern
of many before it. After a
brief acknowledgment of the
flimsiness of the statistics, any
doubts are rapidly forgotten
and precise figures routinely
quoted—such that we forget
their inaccuracy and create the
illusion that we do know or
understand the situation—when
this is far from the truth.xxiii
Agencies
like
UNESCO
report questionable statistics
because that is often the best
information they have, even if
it is far from accurate. Their
literacy experts know full
well the limitations of the
data and write disclaimers
about its limitations xxiv, but
many people, especially nonspecialists, ignore or soon
forget the warnings. Even today,
well-meaning Christian leaders
are making strategic decisions
based on statements like the
one in the UNESCO news
release about 83.7% of adults
worldwide being literate. (Note
the degree of precision that
figure suggests!) The full story,
which shows how misleading
that figure is, often lies buried
in footnotes and appendices
or is published in obscure
documents read mainly by
specialists.
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ESTIMATING THE EXTENT
OF ORALITY
By carefully studying the
footnotes and specialist reports,
by making some educated guesses
and projections, it is possible to
reach a very rough estimate of
how many people in the world
live by orality either by necessity
or by preference. This procedure
cannot
produce
anything
approaching a precise number.
The argument to this point has
stressed the difficulties with the
literacy data.
But churches, Christian ministries,
and mission organizations need at
least some idea of the relative extent
of orality. They are making strategic
decisions every year and cannot
wait until governments around
the world provide scrupulously
accurate data about literacy in their
countries. Ministries need to know
whether the UNESCO report about
83.7% of adults worldwide being
literate is true.
We begin our estimating with the
direct testing of literacy skills
done in the 1990s in twenty-two
countries and regions, most of
them developed countries in
Europe and North America.
Although some experts have
criticized the methodology in
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those studies, they agree that
direct testing of literacy skills is
much more accurate than census
data or household surveys.xxv The
NALS, IALS, and NAAL studies,
which use a similar methodology,
found that almost half of adults
in the participating countries of
Europe and North America have
limited literacy skills. To use
NAAL terminology, they function
at the level of “below basic” or
“basic” literacy.xxvi
Direct testing of adults’ literacy
skills in the U. K. in 2003 and
again in 2011 produced results
similar to the IALS findings in
the 1990s. In the 2003 survey,
16% of adults scored at or
below the literacy level U. K.
schools expect at age 9 to 11;
the situation was virtually
unchanged in 2011. “Adults
with skills at this level may
not be able to read bus or train
timetables or check the pay and
deductions on a wage slip.”
Large numbers of adults (39%
in 2003, 28% in 2011) scored at
the next level, Level 1. Adults
with skills at Level 1 “may not
be able to compare products and
services for the best buy, or work
out a household budget.”xxviii
Let’s suppose that the global
status of literacy is neither better
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nor worse than the countries
where this direct testing has
been done. If so, we would
estimate that about half the
world’s adult population is oral
by virtue of low literacy. But
that underestimates the extent of
orality for two reasons.
First, many countries score
lower than the U. S., Canada, the
U.K., and others of the moredeveloped countries in these
assessments.xxix Recall the IALS
findings mentioned previously
for Hungary, Slovenia, Portugal,
Poland, and Chile. They had from
60% to more than 80% of their
adults at the two lowest literacy
levels. Given those scores, what
are we to expect from Nigeria,
Myanmar, Yemen, Mexico, and
the like?
Second, the more developed
countries like we find in the
IALS constitute one-sixth of
the world’s population; the less
developed and least developed
ones account for five-sixths
of it.xxx The vast majority of
the world’s population lives in
countries with less developed
educational
systems.
This
strongly suggests that their
literacy rates would be lower than
in the more developed countries.
A critical question is how much
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other tests to make countryto-country comparisons. “The
results confirm that low-income
countries lag far behind others in
learning achievement.”xxxii
For example, when researchers
in India used questions from
TIMMS in another assessment,
they found that ninth grade
students in the two Indian states
that were tested performed about
the same as students from the
poorest countries in the world.xxxiii
In Qatar and Saudi Arabia,
“three-quarters of students register
below the lowest [TIMMS]
score threshold—a performance
comparable to Ghana,”xxxiv the
lowest-scoring country in the
2007 TIMMS. (Keep in mind that
many poor countries did not even
participate in TIMMS.)
The situation is even worse
when it comes to assessments of
reading skills. The Program for
International Student Assessment
(PISA) also assesses students with
about eight years of education.
Its level 1 is a minimal threshold
of literacy. Students with literacy
skills below level 1 are unlikely to
benefit from further education.
They may struggle to enter the
workforce successfully because of
their low reading skills.
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So it is sobering to find that 70%
of students from Kyrgyzstan
who participated in PISA scored
below level 1. In Brazil, Indonesia,
Mexico, and Thailand—all with
sizable populations, growing
economic power, and influence in
world affairs—more than 40% of
students were at level 1 or below.
Although few countries in subSaharan Africa participate in
these international assessments of
learning, the research that has been
done suggests that their students
also are not achieving basic levels
of numeracy or literacy.
In Latin America, student
performance varies widely, with
students in Cuba and Costa Rica
leading the way, whereas on one
recent assessment “less than half
of all grade 3 students in the
Dominican Republic, Ecuador,
and Guatemala had more than
very basic reading skills.”xxxv
Even these figures understate
the extent of the educational
achievement problem, because
they do not include children who
are not in school and who thus
did not take the assessment.
The argument thus far is that
most of the world’s population
lives in less developed countries
where educational attainment
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is markedly below that of most
of the twenty or so countries
that have done direct testing of
literacy skills. Of the countries
participating in IALS, Slovenia,
Poland, Portugal, and Chile most
nearly resemble economically
and educationally the rest of the
world. Even though only a small
percentage of the adults in those
four countries were completely
illiterate, approximately 80% of
them demonstrated only limited
literacy skills. We will use their
performance as a reference to
make a rough estimate of the
extent of orality globally.
The world’s population was
estimated to have reached seven
billion in 2011. There are 5.1
billion people 15 years of age and
older. If we estimate that they
have literacy skills comparable
to Slovenia, Poland, Portugal,
and Chile, about 80% of whom
were at the two lowest levels, then
approximately four billion adults
live primarily by orality because
they are non-readers or have only
basic reading comprehension
skills. If that estimate seems
too high, recall that 82% of
the world’s population lives in
countries that the Population
Reference Bureau calls “less
developed,” countries known to
have low educational attainment.
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To those four billion we can add
the children under the age of 15
who have no literacy or limited
According
literacy skills.xxxvi
to mid-2011 estimates, 27%
of the world population was
under age 15, which totals
approximately 1.9 billion people.
For the purposes of our rough
estimating, suppose about half
of the children are so young–ages
birth to 7 years—that they must
be counted as oral. So we can
add them to our total, about 950
million of them.
As for those ages 8 to 15, the
situation varies from country to
country. Some may read better
than the average adult in their
country and others, worse. But
remember again that 82% of the
world’s population lives in “less
developed” countries and those
countries have a higher percentage
of children.xxxvii
If the 950 million children
ages 8 to 14 read as well as
the adults in Slovenia, Poland,
Portugal, and Chile, we can
estimate that about 760 million
of them should be considered
oral learners by virtue of their
limited literacy skills.
So if there are four billion adults,
950 million children birth to 7
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years of age, and 760 million
two-thirds of the world’s 759
children ages 8 to 14 with basic
million illiterates in 2008.”xxxviii
or below basic literacy, then 5.7
A UNESCO conference in March
billion people in the world are
2010 explored why the education
oral communicators because
of women continues to lag behind
either they are illiterate or their
the education
reading comprehension is 5.7 billion people
of men in many
inadequate.
in the world are
countries,
That is over 80% oral communicators despite promises
by governments
of the world’s total (because either
to bring about
population. Even a they are illiterate
gender parity in
rough estimate like
or their reading
education:
this
one,
which
makes no claim of comprehension is
One
of
the
precision,
reveals inadequate).
most
significant
how misleading the
conclusions was that current
UNESCO report is. Even if the
education
and
literacy
estimate being offered here is off
initiatives are not responding
by a billion people, it still serves
to the complex needs of
notice that literacy skills are far
women and girls affected
more limited than one might
by compounded forms of
conclude from reading headlines
discrimination.
Achieving
celebrating over 80% literacy
gender equality in education
among adults worldwide.
is not only about access, but
EVALUATING PROGRESS
about learning environments,
TOWARD GLOBAL
curricula, attitudes, and a host
LITERACY
of wider political, economic
Global literacy levels are
and social considerations.xxxix
improving. But change comes
Improving literacy rates in
slowly and with difficulty. In
many places requires even more
the Global Education Digest
than providing suitable school
2010, Irina Bokova, UNESCO’s
buildings, effective teachers,
Director-General laments, “The
appropriate curricula, and eager
share of illiterate women has
students.
Improving
global
not changed over the past twenty
literacy depends on changing
years: women still represented
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attitudes, social patterns, and
political and economic practices
and priorities. Changing all of
that in order to raise literacy rates
is a big challenge.
India’s national census has
reported the literacy rate going
up steadily for the last sixty years.
In most decades, the reported
improvement was about 9%.
1951
1961
1971
1981
1991
2001
2011

18.3%
28.3%
34.45%
43.57%
52.21%
64.83%
74.04%

The 2011 census was the first time
that female literacy rates were over
50% in every state in India. This
is a cause for rejoicing. However,
the report cautions that a “few
States have shown a tendency
to slip back into illiteracy after
having attained a certain level
of literacy. This slide back has to
be arrested and the momentum
sustained in order to achieve
the cherished goal of universal
literacy.”xli These two facts and
the decadal statistics give some
perspective on the pace at which
large populations can hope to
improve their literacy over long
periods of time.
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Christian groups who unwittingly
accept governments’ literacy
statistics at face value are likely
to perpetuate a tragic mistake.
They will believe that the people
to whom they minister are more
literate than they actually are.
They will continue to train their
workers to use literate teaching
and
preaching
approaches.
Oral people will not grasp the
literate teaching, but they will be
reluctant to admit that there is
a problem or share the problem
with others. Ministry leaders may
conclude that people are spiritually
unresponsive when the real culprit
is the literate form of teaching that
the teachers are using.
On the other hand, ministries
who adjust their approach
to the literacy level of their
group, whatever that level
may be, can expect improved
communication, more learning,
and more life change among
the hearers. Extensive research
among Christian outreach in
Muslim communities found
that incorporating an oral
communication strategy into
their work with oral cultures was
associated with seeing 4.4 times
more churches established.xlii
Oral communicators find it easier
to pass along their faith, too,
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if they have heard it in a way
that fits their normal style of
communication. That has already
been the experience of a number
of international ministries that
have, as a result, come together
to form the International Orality
Network. The group exists to
share insights and network with
others committed to taking the
message of the Bible to those who
learn best orally. Such people are
more likely to be transformed
when the message of the Bible
comes through their traditional
communication forms such as
stories, proverbs, songs, chants,
ceremonies and rituals, dance,
and the like.xliii
Many organizations are using
Bible storying, one of several
communications
strategies
developed with this need in
mind.xliv Scriptures In Use trains
grassroots church planters to use
oral methods in their work.
Many other organizations have
incorporated
orality-friendly
approaches into their work. They
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have collaborated in publishing
Making Disciples of Oral
Learners,xlv which includes many
suggestions about improving
effectiveness in working with
people who live by orality, and
which
Orality
Breakouts,xlvi
describes how various Christian
ministries are incorporating
oral communication strategies
effectively.
We can do effective ministry
with people whose preferred way
of learning is oral rather than
written. Jesus turned the world
upside down with disciples
who were derisively called
“uneducated and untrained
men” (Acts 4:13). But first we
have to understand them and
how they can best learn. To do
that, we will need to get beneath
the surface of the literacy
statistics. The process used in
this article concludes that over
80% of the world’s adults, teens,
and children have low enough
reading comprehension that
they are highly likely to be oral
communicators.
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